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The number of gates and their usage efficiency are essential to airport level of 
service.  In short-term operations under congestion, what is the minimum number of 
gates that can operate all flights in peak periods in an airport?  In long-term planning 
under limited budget constraint, what is the minimum number of gates that can 
operate all the flights expected in the target year in an airport?  Although academic 
researchers have proposed some optimal gate assignment models, these models did 
not aim at minimizing the number of gates.  In long-term planning, statistical 
methods, coupled with historical operating data, were used to estimate an expected 
number of gates.  Without optimal assignment of flights to gates, it is difficult to 
estimate the minimum number of gates. 
In this research, we employ the network flow techniques to develop several gate 
assignment models, together with robust optimization, to solve the minimum number 
of gates for airport short-term and long-term operations. Finally, the validation of the 
models and the two types of solution algorithms, i.e., Lagrangian Relaxation and 
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Genetic Algorithms, are evaluated in the research.  Based on the results of case 
studies, we conclude the model can be used in determining the minimum gate number 
by either algorithm we tested in this research. 
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